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Abstract Background Many research initiatives aim at using data from electronic health
records (EHRs) in observational studies. Participating sites of the German Medical
Informatics Initiative (MII) established data integration centers to integrate EHR data
within research data repositories to support local and federated analyses. To address
concerns regarding possible data quality (DQ) issues of hospital routine data compared
with data specifically collected for scientific purposes, we have previously presented a
data quality assessment (DQA) tool providing a standardized approach to assess DQ of
the research data repositories at the MIRACUM consortium’s partner sites.
Objectives Major limitations of the former approach included manual interpretation
of the results and hard coding of analyses, making their expansion to new data
elements and databases time-consuming and error prone. We here present an
enhanced version of the DQA tool by linking it to common data element definitions
stored in ametadata repository (MDR), adopting the harmonized DQA framework from
Kahn et al and its application within the MIRACUM consortium.
Methods Data quality checks were consequently aligned to a harmonized DQA
terminology. Database-specific information were systematically identified and repre-
sented in an MDR. Furthermore, a structured representation of logical relations
between data elements was developed to model plausibility-statements in the MDR.
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Background and Significance

Secondary use of data from electronic health records (EHRs)
in observational studies is a common goal of many research
initiatives.1–5 The German Medical Informatics Initiative
(MII),6 comprised of four national consortia, established
data integration centers (DIC) at each site, in which EHR
data are integratedwithin research data repositories to allow
for site-specific and federated analyses. However, research-
ers have illustrated that data collected in the context of
patient care might be of poorer data quality (DQ) than
data collected in scientific studies.7–10 It would therefore
be desirable to accompany the constantly growing content of
these research data repositories with data quality assess-
ment (DQA) methods to ensure high DQ and enable the
consideration of the underlying DQ when interpreting the
resulting research findings. In the setting of a multisite
research network such methods can be centrally developed,
maintained, and adapted to the research data repositories. To
be usable by all network collaborators, they should be
straightforward to implement and analyze DQ in accordance
with the data protection regulations at each partner site.

Source databases from different network partners are
often based on heterogeneous data structures and data
definitions. Consequently, for multicenter research studies,
one usually needs to agree on a set of harmonized and
consented data item definitions.12 Such definitions can be
managed and maintained within a metadata repository
(MDR). A common model for MDRs is the ISO/IEC 11179–3
standard.11 MIRACUM,12 one of the four MII consortia, uses
the Samply.MDR13 as its central metadata repository (M-
MDR),14 where all agreed-upon dataset specifications are
published and communicated.

As part of MIRACUM’s DIC toolset (the MIRACOLIX eco-
system),12 we continuously improve the previously devel-
oped MIRACUM DQA tool.15 During MIRACUM’s conceptual
phase, DQA was performed via random sampling checks for
the first proof-of-concept analyses, because a systematic
consortium-wide approach was not yet established. The
DQA tool has been developed during the first project year
in 2018 to provide a standardized approach of assessing DQ
at each consortium’s partner site by analyzing selected data
elements of the MII-consented core dataset modules avail-
ablewithin theMIRACUMdata repositories at this time.14–16

Initially, the tool was solely based on an R Markdown
script.17,18 Although the resulting PDF report was compre-
hensive, a detailed manual interpretation of the results was
required to uncover irregularities and DQ issues. Further-
more, a major limitation was that all analyses were hard
coded in the R Markdown script. As a result, the tool was
difficult tomaintain, the integration of new data elements to
be analyzed was time consuming and error prone, and, most
importantly, the tool was not generalizable to other data-
bases or data models.

Objectives

The objective of this paper is to link the DQA tool with
common data element definitions stored in an MDR to
overcome the abovementioned limitations. Furthermore,
we aimed at adopting Kahn et al’s harmonized DQA frame-
work7 in our tool and to integrate DQ checks in the MDR. We
further describe the application of the DQA tool within the
MIRACUM consortium.

Methods

Connecting a Metadata Repository with the DQA Tool
To develop a generic and configurable tool, the use of anMDR
to store andmanage data element specific quality checkswas
an obvious choice. It enables a centralized specification of
data elements in a structured, formalized, and standardized
way.13 In addition to conventional metadata elements cov-
ered by the ISO 11179 standard, such as the name, descrip-
tion, data type, and allowed values of data elements, we
systematically identified further concepts that were neces-
sary to avoid hard-coding of relevant information in the
tool’s code. These concepts were represented in an MDR,
including, e.g., mapping information of a data element in
different databases and data models and logical relations
between data elements, the latter being necessary to model,
e.g., plausibility checks.

Alignment to the Harmonized Data Quality
Assessment Framework
With the growing interest and availability of EHR data in the
last decades, many researchers have addressed the subject of
systematically capturing and reporting DQ in such

Results The MIRACUM DQA tool was linked to data element definitions stored in a
consortium-wide MDR. Additional databases used within MIRACUM were linked to the
DQ checks by extending the respective data elements in the MDR with the required
information. The evaluation of DQ checks was automated. An adaptable software
implementation is provided with the R package DQAstats.
Conclusion The enhancements of the DQA tool facilitate the future integration of
new data elements and make the tool scalable to other databases and data models. It
has been provided to all ten MIRACUM partners and was successfully deployed and
integrated into their data integration center infrastructure.
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datasets.19–23 The lack of a standardized terminology related
to DQ aspects in current literature motivated Kahn et al to
initiate a community-based effort in collaboration with the
Electronic Data Methods Forum (EDM)2 to develop a harmo-
nized three-category framework, which states that each of
the categories conformance, completeness, and plausibility
can be interpreted in the two contexts “verification” and
“validation.” The verification context evaluates the confor-
mity of data values with their expected values, which can, for
e.g., be obtained from metadata information, and can be
determined without external resources. In contrast, in the
validation context, the agreement of data values with exter-
nal sources is covered, e.g., by comparing data to gold
standards.7

The following description of the three DQ categories is
based on Kahn et al’s work7:

• Conformance features evaluate the concordance between
the representation of the data and its definitions, e.g., by
checking the agreement of data elements with certain
rules, which refer to permitted values or value ranges and
can be derived from the datamodel or data dictionaries (in
the verification context).

• Completeness features evaluate the absence of data.
• The evaluation of plausibility characteristics, which refer

to the credibility of data values, is done by assessing the
value of one data element in the context of a second data
element or over time. The subcategory “uniqueness plau-
sibility” checks for multiple occurrences of data values in
contexts where unambiguous assignments between two
data elements are required. “Atemporal plausibility,” for
example, relates observed data values or frequency dis-
tributions to external knowledge or other independent
resources.

This framework is well established and is used in a variety
of scientific work.24–31 To avoid linguistic misunderstand-
ings, we considered it necessary and sensible to use this
uniform harmonized DQA terminology in our present work.

Implementation of the Data Quality Concepts
For each of those three DQ categories, we have implemented
at least one check in the DQA tool. Already existing imple-
mentations of these checks in the previous version of the tool
were aligned with the harmonized DQA terminology. We
furthermore continued and enhanced the tool’s capability to
assess DQ of two different databases simultaneously.

Conformance
Value conformance is assessed by checking the determined
values of a data element against its allowed values as docu-
mented in the MDR. These checks can be performed separately
for each database, allowing the definition of different con-
straints for corresponding data elements in different data
sources (see also the “Plausibility” section below). Permitted
values of continuous variables are expressed in theMDR by the
respectiveminima andmaxima, which can be used for compar-
ison with the determined values. If either the determined
minimum is smaller than the allowed minimum or the deter-

mined maximum is greater than the allowed maximum, an
error message is generated, and the corresponding check is
marked as “failed”. We have currently implemented two alter-
native approaches to express and analyze discrete data ele-
ments in the DQA tool:

1. If the value set of a given data element comprises a small
number of values (e.g., “principal diagnosis” or “secondary
diagnosis” as constraint for the type of diagnosis), it is
reasonable to specify the whole value set for the given
data element in the MDR, along with choosing the valida-
tion type “list of permitted values”.

2. For larger value sets (e.g., patient identifier), a regular
expression can be defined as a constraint for permitted
values in the MDR to describe an expected formatting
along with choosing the validation type “string”.

If the determined values of discrete data elements contain
at least one value that is not specified in the allowed value set
or represented by the respective regular expression, the
corresponding check fails.

Completeness
The completeness criterion is assessed by counting the
number of existing values or entries, missing values, and
distinct values for each data element. When assessing DQ of
two databases simultaneously, these counts are generated
for each database separately. To assess the validity of the
extract transform load (ETL) jobs, the counts for each data
element in each database are compared and corresponding
checks are marked as “passed” or “failed”, respectively.

In addition, the (absolute and relative) amount of missing
values for each data element is summarized in a table, with
the results of the different databases displayed side by side
for easy comparison.

Plausibility
To assess plausibility, the values of a data element are set in
relation to one or more other data elements and checked for
their meaningfulness. For this purpose, a logical link be-
tween different data elements is required. To implement
such plausibility checks in a general way, a representation in
JSON-format has been developed to define these checks in a
structuredmanner and to store themper data element in the
MDR.

Results

R Package “DQAstats”
We implemented the abovementioned methods in a new R
package called DQAstats, using the “R” programming lan-
guage.32 This package contains a set of R functions to deter-
mine the DQ of one or two databases based on the criteria
described by Kahn et al.7 For convenience, the package
provides a function dqa(), which wraps all required steps
to perform the DQ checks into a single function call. Data
from different data sources is imported into an R session and
transformed according to the metadata definitions to
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perform all statistical analyses and DQ checks. Finally, a PDF
report is created, which contains all DQA results of the tested
databases using the R packages rmarkdown17,18 and
knitr.33–35 DQAstats is available on GitHub under the GPL
v3 open-source license (see “Software Availability” below).

DQAstats analyzes DQ using the database-specific and
data model-specific information represented in an MDR. A
comma separated value (CSV) file can be used as the simplest
method to provide DQAstats with structured metadata,
comparable to an MDR. However, as demonstrated below,
by providing suitable interfaces, the DQA tool can also be
connected to established MDR implementations, such as
Samply.MDR, if they provide machine-readable interfaces
and allow for storing the DQA tool-relevant information.
Unless otherwise stated we use the term “MDR” to refer to
the CSV file-based MDR in the following.

MDR Representation of Plausibility Checks
A generic JSON object-based representation has been devel-
oped to store plausibility statements in the MDR and evalu-
ate them automatically by the DQA tool (see Appendix, C1
and C2).

Uniqueness Plausibility
For instance, the uniqueness plausibility rule “Every encoun-
ter ID may only be associated with one principal diagnosis”

can be represented in the MDR in the context of the data
element “encounter ID”. The JSON object contains the infor-
mation to associate the related data elements, here the
“encounter ID” with the data element “principal diagnosis”.
Subsequently, the DQA tool evaluates, if any “encounter ID” is
associatedwithmultiple instances of “principal diagnosis” in
the data.

Atemporal Plausibility
Similar to the uniqueness plausibility checks, atemporal
plausibility rules were integrated into the MDR. ►Table 1

exemplarily shows two atemporal plausibility statements, as
used in the MIRACUM consortium.

To automatically evaluate the atemporal plausibility
check results, we further combined those checks with con-
formance checks to evaluate the results regarding the
expected values.

If defined in the MDR, any of the abovementioned DQ
checks are evaluated automatically during the execution of
the DQA tool. If irregularities are detected, the tool logs the
values that violate the DQ rules alongwith their identifiers to
a CSV file, which can then be used as a starting point for
further debugging efforts.

Coverage of Data Quality Checks
►Table 2 shows the currently within DQAstats implemented
DQ checks compared to those proposedbyKahn et al’s harmo-
nized DQA framework.7 For the verification context, each DQ
category is covered by at least one implemented check.

Deployment within the MIRACUM Consortium
The R package DQAstats is the central component of the
MIRACUM DQA framework. To connect it to the Samply.
MDR-based M-MDR, 21 data elements represented in the M-
MDRwere complemented in a prototypical approachwith the
information necessary for the application of the DQA tool.
Furthermore, we developed an M-MDR connector that trans-
forms the CSV file-based MDR representation of each data
element into a JSON object, which can be stored in a data
element’s so-called slot in Samply.MDR. These slots are

Table 2 DQAstats data quality assessment (DQA) checks coverage. The table shows the current state of the implementation of the
DQA categories proposed by Kahn et al7 into the DQAstats R package. For the verification context, each data quality category is
covered by at least one check

Category Subcategory Verification context Validation context

Conformance Value conformance Implemented Missing

Conformance Computational conformance Missing Missing

Conformance Relational conformance Missing Missing

Completeness Implemented (Implementeda)

Plausibility Uniqueness plausibility Implemented Missing

Plausibility Atemporal plausibility Implemented Missing

Plausibility Temporal plausibility Missing Missing

aStrictly speaking, the source databases are not to be seen as validated gold standards and thus the term “verification context” might not be
applicable; however, we use the term in this context to underline that the target databases should include the same information that is also present
in the source databases.

Table 1 Exemplary (atemporal) plausibility statements,
adapted from Kapsner et al.15 Each statement is
accompanied by its corresponding expected values

Plausibility statement Expected value

A diagnosis from ICD-10-GM chap-
ter XV (pregnancy, childbirth, and
puerperium) is only permitted for
female patients.

Sex is female.

Malignant neoplasms of the male
genital organs (ICD-10-GM C60-
C63) are only permitted as hospital
diagnosis for male patients.

Sex is male.
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imposedby the ISO11179standard toallow forextensibledata
structures.11,13 The M-MDR entries equipped with the infor-
mation required by the DQA tool are publicly available at
https://MDR-test.miracum.org/view.xhtml?namespace=dqa.
All MIRACUM customizations, including the M-MDR connec-
tor, SQL statements, and further specific configurations are
implemented in the R package miRacumDQA, which is also
publicly available (see “Software Availability” below).

To deploy the DQA tool within the MIRACUM consortium,
we have built a Docker image36 with R, DQAstats, miRacu-
mDQA, and all required dependencies preinstalled, which
has been provided to the ten MIRACUM partners and which
was successfully deployed and integrated into their respec-
tive DIC infrastructure in accordance with the MIRACUM
project plan. The link to the local data repositories can be
parametrized using environment variables that are provided
to the Docker container. The partner sites use the DQA tool to
regularly create DQ reports and to supervise and monitor
their local data integration process.

►Fig. 1 schematically presents the integration of the DQA
tool in the MIRACUM DIC infrastructure. Pseudonymized
data are transferred via ETL processes from the source
systems via a FHIR gateway server37 into the target research
data repositories. The DQA tool is able to analyze each
database on its own or to compare the analysis results of
two independent databases, e.g., to validate the ETL jobs.

Extensibility to New Data Sources
When new harmonized data structures are defined, their data
element specifications are also added to the M-MDR. The
MIRACUM consortium currently uses two data repositories
and their respective data models to store the research data:
i2b238 and the OMOP4,39 common data model (CDM). The
previously reportedversionof theDQAtool only focusedonthe
DQ evaluation of the i2b2 research data repository.15 The
present work includes the extension of the DQ checks to the
MIRACUMOMOP repository,40 the FHIR gateway server,37 and

aMIRACUMstagingdatabasebycomplementing the respective
dataelements in theMDRwith the information requiredby the
DQA tool as well as providing corresponding SQL statements.

Discussion

The demonstrated DQA tool provides several methods to
automatically assess the DQ of data repositories, which exist
as CSV files or SQL databases. It enables the application of a
standardized set of DQA checks on the MIRACUM con-
sortium’s data repositories at each partner site and helps
to detect irregularities. Such irregularities can be introduced
by custom ETL jobs, for example, or may already exist in the
source databases, both of which are possible points of
intervention to continuously improve DQ. By extending its
functionality to further MIRACUM research data reposito-
ries, we demonstrated its extensibility and applicability to
new databases and data models, which is particularly im-
portant in the context of federated research networks.
Furthermore, a structured and machine-processable repre-
sentation of plausibility checks has been demonstrated,
which can be stored in an MDR and allows them to be
automatically evaluated by our tool, irrespective of the
underlying database or data model.

The Advantages of Using a Metadata Repository
One of MIRACUM’s requirements for testing DQ is the ability
to easily adapt the DQA tool to new databases and data
models. The use of anMDR enables us to define andmaintain
theDQ checks centrally and quickly adapt them to the variety
of research data repositories in our research network. The
agreed-upon standardized datasets and common data ele-
ment definitions are required for our network-wide data
analysis, whereas the source databases remain heteroge-
neous. The information that is uniform across all partner
sites is stored centrally in the M-MDR. In addition, each site
can also represent its local systems in a localMDR instance to
extend the DQ checks to its site-specific systems. We believe
that this offers a high degree of flexibility. To adapt the DQA
checks of DQAstats to a new dataset, the respective metadata
can be described in a text-based CSV file by default. However,
as we have demonstrated, it is also possible to connect the
DQA tool toMDR implementations, such as the Samply.MDR-
based M-MDR.13,14 In order to avoid the disadvantages in
terms of comparability of the results that comes with assess-
ing the DQ of different systems with different tools, our
approach allows the DQA of all the systems in one tool.

Adoption of Kahn et al’s Harmonized DQ Terminology
We have aligned the DQ checks implemented in our tool to
the three DQ categories suggested in Kahn et al’s harmonized
DQA terminology.7 System dependent information are load-
ed from the MDR each time before carrying out these checks
on a specific database. If a user aims to assess DQ in two
different databases simultaneously, the results of each check
are further automatically compared between both databases.
As described by Kahn et al, depending on the specific use
case, verification and validation are both suitable for

Fig. 1 DQA tool integration in the MIRACUM data integration center
(DIC) infrastructure (schema). Within the DIC, pseudonymized data
are transferred by ETL processes from the source systems via a FHIR
gateway into the target research data repositories. Each combination
of these ETL steps can be analyzed separately by the DQA tool. The
solid lines depict the comparison between the source system and the
FHIR gateway. The dark dashed lines show the comparison between
the FHIR gateway and the target system. The gray dashed lines
present the comparison of the source system and the target system.
ETL, extract-transform-load. DQA, data quality assessment.
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assessing DQ. Validation, however, requires information that
exists independent of the data source, such as external gold
standards, which often make the verification of local EHR
data the only applicable method.7 For this reason, this proof-
of-concept implementation focuses on analyzing DQ within
the verification context. Furthermore, not all subcategories
of Kahn et al’s harmonized DQA terminology are currently
covered (►Table 2). While the future addition of the sub-
categories “computational conformance” and “temporal
plausibility” would be possible by implementing the respec-
tive logic into DQAstats, the integration of “relational confor-
mance” checks would involve greater challenges. The latter
checks evaluate the concordance of data elements that are
given by the specific database or data model.7 To implement
these checks, one would need to harmonize the information
on such structural constraints across different databases and
to load these information in a standardized manner into R to
evaluate the “relational conformance” for each database and
compare the results across different databases with DQA-
stats. As indicated by Kahn et al in their manuscript, the
completeness category is not further stratified into subca-
tegories related to different reasons for “missingness.”7 In
DQAstats, completeness is implemented in a rather basic
manner by counting the number of existing values or entries,
missing values, and distinct values for each data element.
However, it is currently possible to test for an “expected
missingness” of a data element in relation with the presence
or absence of another data element with DQAstats by defin-
ing “atemporal plausibility checks”.

Related Work
To check the DQ in EHR datasets, a variety of tools already
exist, each with slightly different approach and advantage,
some of which we would like to briefly introduce below and
highlight the differences to our approach. The OHDSI com-
munity provides a DQ framework tailored to the OMOP
CDM. Their Data Quality Dashboard is able to identify
records that violate given specifications by executing over
3,300 checks, which are also following Kahn et al’s frame-
work.28,41 Their R package ACHILLES characterizes the con-
formity of a database to the OMOP CDM.39 In addition to
that, an R script-based “ETL Unit test” framework can be
accessed when using the OHDSI ETL tool Rabbit-in-a-Hat.28

Schmidt et al42 recently published a DQ framework for
observational health research data collections with its
software implementation in the R package “dataquieR.”43

Their tool is able to compute advanced statistical measures
supporting the assessment of DQ, such as ANOVA, mixed
effect models, and more.42 Samply.MDR is also used as
central MDR in other research networks.5,13,44 Juárez
et al5 were able to demonstrate that common definitions
stored in their Samply.MDR can be used by 10 participating
sites of the German Cancer Consortium (DKTK)45 to evalu-
ate DQ with their “Quality Report Generator” tool. This
evaluation is performed at each partner site within a so-
called bridgehead after the ETL process. This step is imple-
mented locally at each site, ensuring the conformance with
local data protection guidelines and the ability to imple-

ment DQA only once for the harmonized data.5 Furthermore
and not specific to the medical domain, common ETL tools,
such as Pentaho Data Integration (Hitachi Vantara LLC,
Santa Clara, California, United States) or Talend Data Inte-
gration (Talend Inc., Redwood City, California, United
States), provide specific features to combine DQ checks
directly with the development of ETL jobs.

By evaluating DQ aspects only for the already transformed
and harmonized data, issues introduced by, for example,
extracting the data and transforming it into a new represen-
tation, are not considered. Therefore, it often remains un-
clear, if detected irregularities are already present in the
original data source. The limitation of not analyzing DQ
directly in the source systems has, e.g., also been noted by
Juárez et al and is addressed by the idea of implementing DQ
checks in parallel to developing ETL jobs, an approach that is
being pursued by some ETL tools, such as Rabbit-in-a-Hat28

or Talend Data Integration,46 for example. Opposed to the
approaches described above, our DQA tool is able to apply the
same set of DQ checks and rules to two databases simulta-
neously. These checks are performed using the same under-
lying methods making the results inherently comparable,
independent of the underlying databases or data models. In
the context of EHR data, local source databases can be
described in the MDR to apply these checks also to the
site-specific systems. We believe this approach is beneficial
because it enables to address DQ irregularities directly in the
source databases with the effect that all subsequent tasks,
whether research work or hospital routine, can potentially
benefit from it.

Limitations
The goal of DQAstats is to provide a rather general overview
of DQ in different databases, whose datasets are linked to
each other, e.g., via ETL jobs or by belonging to a research
network. Our DQA tool does not consider DQ in connection
with specific (research) requirements to a given dataset,
also called fitness for use.21,47 While other tools exist to
either assess DQ of data represented in CDMs (e.g., the
OHDSI tools) or to provide additional detailed statistical
insights for data of specific domains (e.g., dataquieR), we
understand our DQA tool as complementary to those and
find it helpful to get a quick and general overview of the DQ
of specific datasets, providing a starting point for a focused
exploration of possible irregularities. Furthermore, our tool
focuses on analyzing DQ within the verification context and
does not cover all subcategories of Kahn et al’s harmonized
DQA terminology. Additionally, only a minimal set of plau-
sibility checks is available with this proof-of-concept im-
plementation. Nevertheless, further rules can be added in
the future, similar to those suggested by Wang et al.30

However, by choosing the openly accessible programming
language R for its implementation, designing the DQA tool
as an R package itself and using an MDR for configuring
both, new databases and new data elements as well as
plausibility checks, we consider it as flexible and extensible
so that future requirements can be supplemented
accordingly.
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Future Directions
To facilitate the operation of the DQA tool we are currently
developingagraphicaluser interfaceasa frontendforDQAstats
to provide users with an informative and interactive explora-
tion of the DQA results. Furthermore, a usability evaluation of
the tool is currently ongoing to identify improvable features.
Regarding the connection to the M-MDR, functionalities such
as defining relations between data elements in the MDR are
currently redesigned and extended, considering, amongst
other things, the requirements of DQAstats, which stores
such information in one Samply.MDR slot at the moment.

Conclusion

We have developed a generic DQA tool and linked it to the
central MIRACUM MDR. It has been provided to all 10
MIRACUM partners and was successfully deployed and inte-
grated into their respective DIC infrastructure. The partner
sites use the tool to regularly create DQ reports and their
feedback is regularly collected to further improve the DQA
tool’s functionality. We have shown the extension of DQ
checks to new databases and data models by extending the
respective data elements in the MDR with the required
information and by providing corresponding SQL statements.
While a deeper understanding of the database to be con-
nected is essential, no programming knowledge is required
to represent this information in the MDR. The present work
enables the MIRACUM consortium to centrally define a
harmonized set of DQA rules in its M-MDR,14 which can
regularly be updated and extended.

Software Availability

The R package DQAstats is available on GitHub: https://
github.com/miracum/dqa-dqastats. It is released under the
GPL v3 open source license and provides an exemplary
dataset and CSV-MDR, serving as a starting point for new
users to adapt the DQA tool to their data.

The R package miRacumDQA contains MIRACUM-specific
customizations and configurations and is available on GitLab:
https://gitlab.miracum.org/miracum/dqa/miracumdqa.

Clinical Relevance Statement

We demonstrate a flexible and extensible data quality as-
sessment (DQA) tool that can be implemented to assess the
quality of data stored in various research data repositories
for secondary use. By linking data quality checks to common
data element definitions stored in ametadata repository and
organizing them according to harmonized terminology,
these checks can further be applied in a multisite research
network in a structured and standardized manner.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. What are the minimal requirements to apply data quality
checks with DQAstats to new SQL-based databases?

a. Represent the databases’ data element definitions in a
YAML configuration file and store SQL statements in a
metadata repository.

b. Represent the databases’ data element definitions in a
CSV file-based metadata repository and provide corre-
sponding SQL statements.

c. Represent the databases’ data element definitions in
Samply.MDR and provide corresponding SQL
statements.

d. Represent the databases’ data element definitions and
corresponding SQL statements in Samply.MDR.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b. Although
DQAstats can be configured to new databases using Sam-
ply.MDR, the minimal requirement (and default method)
is to represent the data element definitions of a new
database in a CSV file-based MDR. Furthermore, corre-
sponding SQL statements need to be provided apart from
the MDR.

2. According to Kahn et al’s harmonized data quality assess-
ment (DQA) terminology, which checks are currently
implemented in DQAstats?
a. Value conformance checks, relational conformance

checks, uniqueness plausibility checks, and atemporal
plausibility checks.

b. Value conformance checks, relational conformance
checks, completeness checks, and atemporal plausibil-
ity checks.

c. Value conformance checks, completeness checks,
uniqueness plausibility checks, and atemporal plausi-
bility checks.

d. Relational conformance checks, computational confor-
mance checks, completeness checks, and temporal
plausibility checks.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option c. The
following data quality checks according to Kahn et al’s
harmonized DQA terminology are currently implemented
in DQAstats: Value conformance checks, completeness
checks, uniqueness plausibility checks, and atemporal
plausibility checks.

Protection of Human and Animal Subjects
Pseudonymized EHR data were used for developing and
testing this software. No formal intervention was per-
formed and no additional (patient-) data were collected.
The authors declare that this research was performed in
compliance with the World Medical Association Declara-
tion of Helsinki on Ethical Principles for Medical Research
Involving Human Subjects.
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Appendices C1 and C2

Code C1: Uniqueness plausibility JSON representation (exam-
ple). For each uniqueness plausibility check, the JSON object
contains the respective DQA tool internal variable names as
keys and another JSON object as value, which includes the
rule’s name, a description, and further information on how to
filter the related variable to receive the desired results. The
logical link between data elements is imposed by the location
of this plausibility check in the metadata repository (MDR):
Here, the encounter ID is to be analyzed in the context of the
data element “encounter_diagnosis_rank,” hence this state-
menthas tobedefined in theMDRasapartof thedataelement
“encounter ID.” The “filter” key is optional. If present, its value
is a JSON object, containing key-value pairs for each database
with a corresponding filter criterion. This filter criterion is
applied to the contextually corresponding data element (here
“encounter_diagnosis_rank”) prior to the evaluation of the
plausibility check. Note: the different filter values for the
different databases are related to the respective mappings
imposed by their data models/data dictionaries.

{ “uniqueness”: { “encounter_diagnosis_rank”: { “name”: [
“Pl.uniqueness.Item01” ], “description”: [ “Every encounter
ID may only be associated with one principal diagnosis.” ],
“all_observations”: [ “1” ], “filter”: { “i2b2”: [ “DIAGNOSEART:
HD” ], “p21csv”: [ “HD” ], “p21staging”: [ “HD” ], “omop”: [
“44786627” ] } } } }

Code C2: Atemporal plausibility JSON representation
(example). For each atemporal plausibility check, the JSON
object contains the respective DQA tool internal variable
name as keys and another JSON object as value, which
includes the rule’s name, a description, and further informa-
tion on how to filter the related variable to receive the desired
results. The logical link between data elements is imposed by

the location of this plausibility check in the metadata reposi-
tory (MDR): Here, the data element “sex” is to be analyzed in
the context of the data element “condition_code_coding_-
code,” hence this statement has to be defined in the MDR as
a part of the data element “sex.” The data element “condi-
tion_code_coding_code” is the DQA internal variable name of
the ICD-10 diagnosis code. The “join_crit” key stores a join
criterion, which is the name of a third data element thatmight
be required to automatically evaluate the plausibility state-
ment (here “encounter_identifier_value,” the DQA tool inter-
nal variable name for encounter ID), which is necessary for
evaluating the data element “diagnosis code,” which is in our
case accompanied with the database key “encounter ID” in
context with “sex,” which is accompanied by the database
key “patient ID.” Therefore, the join of a third table holding
the mapping between “encounter ID” and “patient ID” is
required to perform this check. The JSON “join_crit” is
automatically detected by DQAstats to connect—join—the
data to generate a representation, which can then be used to
evaluate such a plausibility check in a meaningful manner.
The “constraints” key can be used to define the expected
values of the atemporal plausibility check to subsequently
perform a value conformance check with the results of the
plausibility check.

{ “atemporal”: { “condition_code_coding_code”: {
“name”: [ “Pl.atemporal.Item01” ], “description”: [ “A diag-
nosis from ICD-10-GM chapter XV (pregnancy, childbirth
and the puerperium) is only permitted for female patients.” ],
“filter”: { “omop”: [ “^O[0-9]” ], “i2b2”: [ “^(ICD10\\:)O[0-9]”
], “p21csv”: [ “^O[0-9]” ], “p21staging”: [ “^O[0-9]” ],
“fhirgw”: [ “^O[0-9]” ] }, “join_crit”: [ “encounter_identi-
fier_value” ], “constraints”: { “value_set”: { “omop”: [ “w” ],
“i2b2”: [ “DEM|GESCHLECHT:w” ], “p21csv”: [ “w” ],
“p21staging”: [ “w” ], “fhirgw”: [ “female” ] } } } } }
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